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Q1.Read  and put in order  

The holy Quran presented various information about the creation of man, stating  

that he was created from ‘Main Mahin (base fluid), Mina al-Ma (from water)’ 

Min Nutfah (from a sperm drop)   and Min Tin   (From clay). 

1___________From base _fluid_____________________________ 

2___________from Water______________________________________ 

3__________from _Sperm drop 

4___________From Clay___________________________ 

 

a.Complete the table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The effect of not performing an 
obligatory element 

Prayer will nullify he should 
perform again 

 

The effect of not performing a 
voluntary element 

Prayer will not nullify but 
perform sujud as sahw 
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Q2. Write a suggestion to counter passive communication and replace it with 
positive communication in school                                  

Party in communication  Positive way of communicating 

Supervisor Speak with respectfully 

Nannies  Speak with kindly 

friends Speak with politely 

Co-Ordinator Speak with respectfully 

 

 

a.Three things through which I contribute to saving lives.(optional) 
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Q3.How would you be mindful of Allah and obey him using following limbs 

Your Tongue  Reciting Quran 

Your sight Looking good things 

your hand Helping others 

Your foot Going to masjid 

Your hear Listening good things 

 

Q4.Think and explain. 

You saw one of your classmates performing the Dhuhr prayer hastily in the school 

mosque; he prostrated only once and then said the tasleem to catch his class. 

 

 

 

 

The rule regarding his prayer. 

His prayer is invalid .he miss one of the obligatory act 

What he should do in this case. 

He has to learn how to perform correctly also pray again 
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a.Give any three example of Obligatory, Voluntary disliked elements of 
prayer. 

Obligatory voluntary Disliked elements 

The intention Reciting surah after fatiha in  

fajr 

Looking around 

Takbeeratul ihram Saying sami allahu liman 
hamida 

Lack of humility 

Al-fatiha Lowering ones voice when 
reciting in day prayers 

Crackling finger joints 

 

b. Infer as many works as possible through which I obey the orders of Allah. 

Reading Quran Praying Respect others 

Giving charity Fasting  Obey teacher 

 

 

Q5. Methods of self-control from following sharia text. 
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Sharia text Methods of self-control  

The Prophet (PBUH) said: he who 
believes in Allah and day of judgement, 
let him speak good or remain silent 

 

 

 

let him speak good or remain silent 

The Allah said: So, forgive with gracious 
forgiveness 

 

 

Ask forgiveness 

Allah said: Take what is given freely 
enjoin what is good and turn away from 
ignorant 

Freely enjoin what is good and turn away 
from ignorant 

 

a.Complete the table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Qualities if believers 

The Way to Get Our Sins 
Forgiven 

The Way to Get Allah’s 
Paradise 

The Protection from Satans 

The benefits of performing 
night prayer 

characteristic of a believer 
who deserves a good life and 
pleases Allah is in the way of 
speaking. Controlling the 
tongue eliminates all idle 
chatting and presents one 
from interfering in or 
provoking any hostility. 
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b.Write the type of prostration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The negative effect of not performing prayer regularly 

They will get punishment  

Recommendations of the hadith 

Be mindful of Allah he will protect you 

2.Be mindful of Allah he will be ever with you. 

3.If you beg, beg from only Allah 

4.If you need assistance supplicate to Allah 

 

Prostration of forgetfulness 

Prostration of recitation 
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Q6.Fill in  the spaces using the appropriate statement             

(Reduce reward- nullifies the prayer- does not nullify the prayer) 

Act during prayer Disliked and reduce the 
reward 

nullifies or does not 
nullify the prayer 

Moving ahead of the 
imam or long after him 

Reduce reward Does not nullify 

Perform prayer hastily  

Without feeling rest 

Not allowed Nullifies the prayer 

Performing prayer in 
impure clothes or place  

or in the opposite 
direction of Qibla  

Not allowed Nullifies the prayer 

Making an error in 
reading Al Quran 

Not allowed Nullifies the prayer 

Unnecessarily sitting on 
a chair or other object  

While performing 
prayer 

Not allowed Nullifies the prayer 

Looking around  Dislike elements Not nullifies  
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Q7.Write the difference between knowledge of Allah and the knowledge of people. 

Knowledge of Allah Knowledge of people 

He  is knower of unseen  We cannot know our future 

He knows right time of day of 
judgement 

We don’t  know when is the day of 
judgement 

He is knowledge is vast Our knowledge will remain limited 

 

Q8.Draw and colour three amazing creation of Allah in the box. (Optional) 

 


